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SECRET 262382
DIP C/0 LIMA 4809

REF: A. DIR 84946
B. LIMA 4895
C. DIR 84961

FOLLOWING RECEIPT REF A AND BEFORE RECEIPT INSTRUCTIONS DISREGARD
SAME CONTACT MADE WITH DUEMPTY-1. HE PROVIDED OFARRELL COPY CABLE
DELIVERED CELSO PASTOR WHICH COINCIDES WITH INFO IN REF C. DUEMPTY-1
LATER ADVISED THAT HIS SERVICE HAD INTERRUPTED AND TRANSMITTED HALF
HOUR PHONE CONVERSATION FROM ULLOA TO CELSO PASTOR DE LA TORRE
MADE ON 22 NOV. PRINCIPAL POINTS CONVERSATION AS REPORTED BY
DUEMPTY-1 TO OFARRELL WERE: 1. ULLOA’S SUGGESTION THAT PRES BELAUENDE
BE FIRST LATIN AMERICAN PRES TO ANNOUNCE HE TO ATTEND FUNERAL, AND
2. AMB-DESIGNEATE PASTOR SHOULD POSTONE COMING TO WASHINGTON FOR
COUPLE OF MONTHS SINCE SWITCH AMBASSADORS AT THIS TIME MIGHT PROVE
AWKWARD. ULLOA ALSO INDICATED TO PASTOR HE INTENDED PHONE PRES
BELAUENDE OR FORMIN FERNANDO SCHWALB SAME DAY. DUEMPTY-1 DID NOT
KNOW WHETHER THIS CONVERSATION TOOK PLACE.
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C/S COMMENT: RE OASCID SECURITY INTERVIEW MANUEL ULLOA. 26 NOV 63
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